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Introduction

The object of this paper is to study simultaneous invariants of a topologi-

cal space X and of an abstract group W acting as a group of transformations

on X. We assume that W also acts as a group of operators on the coefficient

group G. In addition to the ordinary homology groups of X over G we define

two "special" ones that we call the equivariant and the residual homology

groups. The three kinds of homology groups are connected by homomor-

phisms which form an exact sequence, that is, a sequence in which each homo-

morphism has as kernel the image of the preceding homomorphism. The same

is done with cohomologies.

We use singular homology theory [3](x) throughout; this permits us to

drop all finiteness assumptions on W. In this respect our approach seems to

differ from the one very successfully used by P. A. Smith [16].

In Chapter I we develop the theory of abstract complexes with opera-

tors. In Chapter II we define the special groups for a topological space X

and show that if X is a simplicial complex and if W operates on X simpli-

cially, then the special groups can be computed from the simplicial scheme

of X. In the last part of Chapter II we define for each (discrete) group W an

abstract complex Kw which has W as a group of operators. The equivarient

groups of Kw are shown to be isomorphic with the homology and cohomology

groups of the group W studied by Eilenberg and MacLane [5, 6, 7] and

Hopf [10].
In Chapter III we assume that W operates on X without fixed points and

that the ordinary homology groups of X vanish up to a certain dimension.

It is then shown that the equivariant and residual groups of the space X are

isomorphic with the appropriate groups of the group W. In Chapter IV these

results are applied to prove some theorems about continuous mappings of

spaces with operators.

In Chapter V we take up the homology theory with local coefficient in-

troduced recently by Steenrod [17]. Roughly speaking a homology (or co-

homology) group with local coefficients arises whenever the fundamental

group tti(X) operates on the coefficient group G. Ii X~ denotes the universal

covering space of X, then W—iri(X) operates both on X~ and on G thus

giving rise to the equivariant groups of X~. We show that the equivariant
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homology and cohomology groups of X~ thus obtained coincide with the

appropriate groups of X defined using local coefficients.

Combining this result with the main theorem of Chapter III we prove

that if the homology groups Wi(X) of X vanish for 1 <i<q, then .the funda-

mental group iti(X) determines the homology and cohomology groups of X

with local coefficients in the dimensions less than q, and partially determines

the groups also in the dimension q. This generalizes to local coefficients a theo-

rem of Eilenberg and MacLane [5, 6]. Partially overlapping theorems have

also been found (for simple coefficients) independently by Hopf [10], Freu-

denthal [8], and Eckmann [l].

The following conventions are used throughout the paper. Homology

groups have the dimension written as a subscript and have discrete abelian

groups as coefficients. Whenever the coefficient group has operators, the oper-

ators are written on the right. Cohomology groups have the dimension written

as a superscript and have a topological abelian group as coefficients. Whenever

the coefficient group has operators, they are left operators. The homology

groups are discrete while the cohomology groups are topologized.

Chapter I. Abstract complexes with operators

1. Closure finite complexes with operators. Let K be a collection of ab-

stract elements a, called cells. With each cell there is associated an integer

g^O called the dimension of aq. To any two cells <r8+i, crq there corresponds an

integer [ffa+i:<r,,] called the incidence number. K will be called a closure finite

abstract complex provided the incidence numbers satisfy the following condi-

tions :

(1.1) Given ffg+i, [or,+i:a-,J y± 0 only for a finite number of g-cells ct;

(1.2) Given cri+i and oq-i, ^, [aq+i:<rq] [<rq:<rq-i] = 0.

The g-cells aq are taken as free generators of an abelian group Cq(K) ; the

elements cq of Cq(K) will be called (finite) integral g-dimensional chains of K.

The boundary operator d is a homomorphism

(1.3) d:Cq(K)-*Cq-i(K), q>0,

defined for each generator aq as

(1.4) dcrq = 22 [o-a:o-g_i]o-g_i.

Condition (1.1) insures that the summation is finite and therefore that daq is a

well defined (q — l)-chain. We verify that condition (1.2) is equivalent with

(1.5) 33 = 0.

Most often in defining a complex we define the boundary operation (1.3)

and prove (1.5). The incidence numbers can then be defined by (1.4). Proposi-
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tions (1.1) and (1.2) can then be proved.

Let Ki and K2 he two abstract closure finite complexes and let r be a col-

lection of homomorphisms, one for each dimension q,

(1.6) T-.Cq(Ki)-+Cq(K2).

We say that t is a chain transformation t:Ki—* K2 if

(1.7) rd = dr.

More specifically, consider the diagram

Cq(Ki)   -»  Cq(K2)

di id

Cq-i(Ki) -» Cq-i(K2)
T

Condition (1.7) means that the two mappings of Cq(Ki) into Cq-i(K2) that

can be derived from the diagram are equal.

Given chain transformations n:Ki—>K2 and t2:K2—>ZC3 the composite

transformation t2ti:Ki—*Ki is readily defined.

Let W be an abstract group written multiplicatively. We shall say that

W operates on the complex K (on the left) or that K is a complex with opera-

tors W, provided for every wÇlW a chain transformation W.K-+K is given

such that for every c„(E.Cq(K)

(1.8) w2(wicq) = (w2wi)cq,

(1.9) lcq = cq.

If wcq = cq for all wÇlW and all chains cq, then we say that W operates

simply on K.
2. Homology groups. Let G be a discrete abelian (additive) group, and

let K be an abstract complex as in §1. The g-dimensional chains of K over G

are the formal finite sums

cq = Z) ëifv gi G G.

They form an abelian group Cq(K, G)(2). Clearly for g(E.G and c,GC,(iî) the

chain gcq(E.Cq(K, G) is defined. The boundary homomorphism

r3:C,(Ä',G)-*C(!_i(Ä',G0

is defined as

dcq = 22 &£<*%■

Again we have dd = 0.

(») More precisely C,(K, G) is the tensor product G o Cq(K). The tensor product of G o Hoi

two groups G and His the additive group generated by pairs gh, gSG, h£H with the relations

(gi+gi)h=g¡h+g¡h and g(Ai+A2) =gh+gh2.
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The kernel of the homomorphism d:Cq(K, G)—>Cq-i(K, G), for g>0, is

denoted by Zq(K, G) ; the elements of this group are called cycles. We also

define Za(K, G) = Co(K, G). The image dCq+i(K, G) in Cq(K, G) is denoted

by Bq(K, G). The quotient group

Hq(K, G) = Zq(K, G)/Bq(K, G)

is the gth homology group of K over G. The elements of Hq(K, G) are called

homology classes. Each cycle cÇ.Zq(K, G) determines a homology class,

namely the coset c+Bq(K, G).

Assume now that K is a complex with operators W and that the same

group W acts as a group of (right) operators on the coefficient group G, that

is, that for every wGW and gÇ_G the element gwÇ^G is defined and that

(gl + gi)W = giW + giW,     (gWi)Wi = g(wi wi), gl = g.

Given a g-chain c =%2gio\ we define

wc = ^2 gÁwv'i)

for all wÇzW. Clearly d(wc) =w(dc).

Consider the subgroup C[(K, G) of Cq(K, G) generated by chains of the

form

(2.1) g(wc) - (gw)c

where gGG, wÇ^W and c£Cq(K). The elements of Cq(K, G) will be called

residual chains. Since wd=dw the boundary of (2.1) is the chain g(wdc)

— (gw)dc which is again residual. The group Z\(K, G) =Zq(K, G)C\C[(K, G)

is called the group of residual g-cycles. The group BTq(K, G) =dCrt+l(K, G) is

called the group of residual g-boundaries. The quotient group

Hq(K, G) = Z\(K, G)/B[(K, G)

is the gth residual homology group of K over G (with W as operators).

Chains c£C3(7£, G) whose boundary dc is residual will be called equivariant

g-cycles; they form a subgroup Zq(K, G) (by definition Z%(K, G) = Co(K, G)).

The elements of the group B'q(K, G)=Bq(K, G) + C[(K, G) will be called

equivariant g-boundaries. We have B\(K, G)<Z.Zq(K, G) and the quotient

group

H'q(K, G) = Z¡(K, G)/B't(K, G)

is called the gth equivariant homology group of K over G (with Was operators).

The three types of homology groups just defined are connected by homo-

morphisms

(2.2) <- • • ■ ̂  H\(K, G) *- Hq(K, G) ^ H[(K, G) ̂  Hq+i(K, G) <-
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defined as follows. The inclusions Zrq(ZZq<Z.Z\ and BTqdB5CB* define the

homomorphisms <j> and yp. Ii cgZ'+i then dc£ZJ and if cÇ.Bq,+i = Bq+i + CTq+i

then dcÇ:B'q so that the homomorphism d:ZZj+i—*H[ is defined.

By a general theorem (see Kelley and Pitcher [13]) the sequence (2.2) is

exact, that is, the kernel of each homomorphism is the image of the preceding

one and Ha is mapped onto H^.

If W operates simply both on K and G then Cq(K, G) = 0, the residual

homology groups all vanish, and the ordinary and equivariant groups co-

incide.

3. Groups of homomorphisms. Given a discrete group A and a topological

abelian group G, consider the group Horn (A, G) consisting of all homomor-

phisms/:^4—*G with addition defined by (fi+f2)(a) =fi(a)+f2(a). A topology
is introduced in Horn (A, G) as follows. Given an element a £-4 and an open

set U of G containing the zero of G we define the set (a, U) C+lom(A, G) by

setting (a, U) = \f\f(a) G U]. Using the sets (a, U) as a complete set of neigh-

bourhoods of zero, a topology in Horn (A, G) is obtained.

Given a homomorphism <¡>:A —> B mapping A into another discrete group

B we define a homomorphism

<f>*\ Horn (B, G) -* Horn (A, G)

by setting for/£Hom(ZJ, G)

(4,*f)(a) = f(epa).

Lemma 3.1. Z'Ae homomorphism r/>* is strongly continuous, that is, <p* is con-

tinuous and maps open sets of Hom(ß, G) onto open sets of <p* [Hom(B, G) ].

Proof. Given (a, U) we have </>*/G(a, U) if and only if <p*f(a) =f((pa)Ç.U.

This implies that $*-1(a, U) = (<ba, U) and </>* is continuous. Denote for ab-

breviation I = (j>*[Hom(B, G)]. For every (b, U) we have

<t>*(b,U) =    U\J(a,U) CM];

this proves that <p*(b, U) is open in Z and therefore <p* is strongly continuous.

Corollary 3.2. Denote by K the kernel of <p*, then the isomorphism

<f>* : Horn (B, G)/K ~ <¡>* [Horn (B, G) ]

and its inverse are continuous.

4. Cohomology groups. Let G be a topological abelian group (additive)

and let K be an abstract complex as in §1. The group of g-dimensional co-

chains of K over G is defined by

C°(K,G) =  Hom(C5(Ä-),G).

Clearly a cochain / is uniquely defined by its values f(aq) for the g-cells aq.
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The coboundary homomorphism

S:C*(K,G)-+C**(K,G)

is defined by setting, for f(E.C"(K, G) and c(E.Cq+i(K),

(5f)(c) = f(dc).

Clearly 6=d* in the sense of §3 so that 5 is strongly continuous. dd = 0 im-

plies 55=0.
The g-cochains / such that 5/=0 are called g-cocycles; they form a group

Zq(K, G). The g-cochains / such that/=5/' are called g-coboundaries ; they

form the group Bq(K, G) (by definition B"(K, G) =0). The quotient group

H"(K, G) = Z*(K, G)/B"(K, G)

is called the gth cohomology group of K over G.

Assume now that K is a complex with operators W and that the same

group W acts also as a group of (left) operators on the group G, that is, that

for every g£G and wÇ^W the element wgÇ_G is defined and is continuous

in g and that w(gi + gi) = wgi + wg2, w2(wig) = (w2wi)g, lg = g.

The cochains /£ Cq(K, G) which satisfy

(4.1) f(wc) = wf(c)

for all »G Wand all c£C,(7£) will be called equivariant; they form a subgroup

C¡(K, G) of C(K, G). If /is equivariant then

Sf(wcq+i) = f(dwc„+i) = f(wdcq+i) = w[/(dcï+0] = w[5/(c4+i)],

which shows that 5/ is also equivariant. The group Z\(K, G)—Z"(K, G)

r\Ce(K, G) is called the group of equivariant g-cocycles. The group BUK, G)

= 5Cl~1(K, G) is called the group of equivariant coboundaries (by definition

B°(K, G) =0). The quotient group

R\(K, G) = zliK, G)/BliK, G)

is the equivariant qth cohomology group of K over G.

Cochains /£C5(7£, G) with an equivariant coboundary will be called resid-

ual cocycles; they form a group Z'iK, G). The elements of the group

BT(K, G) =B"(K, G) + C¡(K, G) will be called residual coboundaries. The fac-

tor group

HQr(K, G) = ZI(K, G)/Bl(K, G)

is called the gth residual cohomology group of K over G.

As in §2 we have (strongly continuous) homomorphisms

(4.2) • • • y H\(K, G) -+ H9(K, G) f Hl(K, G) y eT(K, G) — ■ • •
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with <p and \p defined by the inclusions Z¡CZ^CZ' and B¡CBqCBT and the

third homomorphism given by the coboundary. Again the sequence (4.2) is

exact, meaning that the image of every homomorphism coincides with the

kernel of the next one and that the H° is mapped isomorphically into a sub-

group of H°.

5. Chain transformations and homotopies. We return to the concept of a

chain transformation as defined in §1. Let PI7 be a group of operators for two

abstract complexes Ki and K2. A chain transformation r : Ki—>K2 will be called

equivariant provided r(wc) =w(tc) for every integral chain c in Ki.

Yet G be any discrete abelian group with W as right operators. Given any

chain c£C4(Zii, G) of the form c=2~2,gio\, define re =2~lig<ra\- Clearly rdc = drc

and twc = wtc, provided r is equivariant. This implies that if r is equivariant

all the ordinary, residual, and equivariant groups of cycles and boundaries in

Ki over G are mapped into those of K2. Consequently homomorphisms

Tq'.Hq(Ki, G) —» Hq(K2, G),       Tq:Hq(Ki, G) —» Hq(K2, G),

t['.e\(Ki,G) -* H¡(K,,G)

are obtained. These homomorphisms together with the previously considered

homomorphisms <f>, \p and d give the following diagram

Hl(Ku G) <f ■ • • •£- H¡(Ki, G) *j Hq(Ki, G) ̂  Hrq(Ku G) <-- H¡+i(Ki, G)<-

J. ro 1 Tj I Tq J,  T, I Tq+l

Hl(K2, G) ̂ - • • - ■£• H'q(K2, G) <¿- Hq(K2, G) ^ H[(K2, G) <j Hq+i(K2,G)<-.

It can be shown easily that in the respective squares of the diagram we have

commutativity relations

Tqip = yprq,        Tq<t> = <i>Tq,        rqd = dr4+i.

Passing to cohomologies, let G be a topological abelian group with IF as a

group of left operators, and let t'.Ki—>K2 be an equivariant chain transforma-

tion. Given a cochain f(ECq(K2, G), we define a cochain t*/£C?(Zvi, G) by

setting, for all c£Cs(ZCi),

(r*f)(c) = f(rc).

This definition of r* agrees with the one given in §3 and therefore the homo-

morphism T*:Cq(K2, G)—>Cç(Ki, G) is strongly continuous. If /is equivariant

then

r*f(wc) = f(rwc) = f(wTc) = wf(rc) = w[r*f(c)]

and r*/also is equivariant. This implies that r*generatès homomorphisms of all

the groups of ordinary equivariant and residual cocycles and coboundaries of
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K2 over G into those of Ki over G. Consequently (strongly continuous) homo-

morphisms

t":H\k2, G) -* H9(Ki, G),       t\:E\(K2, G) -+ H9e(Ki, G),

T9r:Hl(Ki,G)^Hqr(Ki,G)

are obtained. Again we have the diagram

Ht(K2, G)-f--¡* H\(K2, G) -j H9(K2, G) -f Hr(K2, G) -^ hT\k,, G)-> • • •
.0 i    « .3 i      3 i «+1

H°.(JCi, G)-f-f n\(Ki, G) -f H9(Ki, G) f Hl(Ki, G) y bT(Ki, G)-> • ■ •

with the commutativity relations

q q q q q G+i

pTe  =   T p, pT    =   Tr^, 5rr  =  T,     5.

Two chain transformations t:Ki—>Kí and p:K~i—*Ki are said to be chain

homotopic if for each g^O a homomorphism

D-.cq(Ki)^cq+i(K2)

is given, such that for each c(ECq(K~i)

(5.1) dDc = re - pc - Dde

(if g = 0 the last term is omitted). The collection of homomorphisms D is

called a chain homotopy.

Given any c(E.Gq(K~u G) oí the form c=^2gi<x', define Dc=%2giDo\. This
gives homomorphisms

(5.2) D:Cq(Ki, G) -» Cî+i(75:5, G)

for which (7.1) still holds.
Suppose now that W operates on Kx and Ki and also on G (on the right).

Assume further that t, p, and D are equivariant. The latter condition means

of course that Dwc — wDc. It is then clear that under the homomorphism (5.2)

the group C,(Xi, G) maps into CTa+1iK2, G). Condition (5.1) then implies

that if c is a g-cycle of any of the three types (ordinary, residual, or equivari-

ant) then rc — pc is a boundary of the same type. It follows that the homo-

morphisms r and p act in the same way upon the three different types of

homology groups of Kx over G.

For the cohomology groups we define, for g>0,

D*:C(Ki,G)^C-1(Ki,G)

by setting, for every /£C4(7£2, G) and every cÇzCq-i(Ki),

D*f(c) = f(Dc).
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Condition (5.1) then becomes

(5.3) SD*f = r*f - P*f - D*ôf.

If t, p and D are equivariant then D*f is equivariant if/ is, and formula (5.3)

implies that if / is a cocycle of any of the three types then r*f—p*f is a co-

boundary of the same type. Hence the homomorphisms r* and p* have the

same effect on the various cohomology groups of K2 over G.

6. Duality between homology and cohomology. The character group Char

G or G^~~ of a discrete abelian group G is the group of homomorphisms

Hom(G, Ï) where ï is the additive group of real numbers reduced mod 1.

With the topology of §3, G~ is compact. The value of a character xGG^

at g(EG will be written as (g, x).

If W is a group of right operators for the group G then setting

(6.1) (g, wx) = (gw, x)

we define wx for wÇ_W and x£G^~ and verify that W becomes a group of

left operators on the group G^.

Let K be an abstract complex with operators W. We shall consider homol-

ogies in K with coefficients in G and cohomologies in K with coefficients in GT~

with the operators as above.

Given c(E:Cq(K, G) and fÇ.Cq(K, G^~) we define an element (c, /)G£,

called the Kronecker index, as follows. If c=2^,gi0q then

(6.2) (c,f) = E(g<,/(<4)).
i

The following properties of the Kronecker index are useful

(6.3) (c, f) is bilinear and continous in /,

(6X4) (c, /) = 0 for all c if and only if / = 0,

(6.5) (c, /) = 0 for all / if and only if c = 0,

(6.6) (c, of) = (dc, f) for c G Cs+i(Ä-, G) and / G C(K, G~).

For a fixed fÇ:Cq(K, C~~) the symbol (c,f) defines a character of the group

Cq(K, G). With this convention Cq(K, G~~) actually becomes (see [12, chap.

2 ]) the group of characters of Cq(K, G) :

(6.7) C"(K, G~) = Char Cq(K, G).

We shall now prove the following propositions concerning annihilators.

(6.8) Zq(K, G) = Annih BQ(K, G^),      z\k, G~) = Annih Bq(K, G),

(6.9) Z\(K, G) = Annih B*.(K, G~),     z\(K, G~) = Annih B¡(K, G),

(6.10) Z\(K, G) = Annih B\(K, GT),      z\(K, G~) = Annih Bq(K, G).
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c G Annih 734(7s:, G~) means (c, 5f) = 0 for ail / G C"~\k, CT~). By (6.6) this
means (dc,f)=0 for all/GC5"1^, C") and by (6.4) this means dc = 0. This

proves the first part of (6.8). To prove the second, take/GAnnih BqiK, G).

This means that (dc, /)=0 for all cGC?+i(7f, G). By (6.6) this is equiva-

lent with (c, 5/)=0 for all c(£Cq+i(K, G) which by (6.4) is equivalent with

5/=0.
Before we proceed with the proof of (6.9) and (6.10) we shall prove that

the equivariant cochains are the annihilators of the residual chains:

(6.11) CI(K, G~~) = Annih c\(K, G),       c'q(K, G) = Annih C](K, G~).

Let /GAnnih Cq(K, G). This means that ((gw)c - g(wc), /) = 0 for all

gGG, wGW, and c(ECq(K). This is equivalent with ((gw)c,f) = (g(wc),f).

Using definition (6.2), this is equivalent with (gw, f(c)) = (g, f(wc))} and using

definition (6.1), this is equivalent with (g, wf(c)) = (g,f(wc)). This last equa-

tion will hold for all g(E.G if and only if wf(c) =fiwc), that is, if and only if/

is equivariant. This proves the first part of (6.11). The other half follows from

(6.7) and general theorems on annihilators [14].

We now return to the proof of (6.9) and (6.10). Let cGAnnih BUK, CT*).

By (6.6) this is equivalent with (dc,f)=0 for all f£C¡~l(K, G~). By (6.11)
this is true if and only if dcÇ_Crq(K, G), that is, if and only if c(EZq(K, G). This

proves the first part of (6.9). Take now /GAnnih Brq(K, G). This means

that (dc, /)=0 for all cEC,+l(K, G). By (6.6) this is equivalent with

(c, 5/)=0 for all cGCt+l(K, G). By (6.11) this is true if and only if

5/GC'+1(IC, G), that is, if and only if fE:Z'(K, G). This proves the second

part of (6.10).

To prove the second part of (6.9) and the first part of (6.10) write

Annih B"q(K, G) = Annih [Bq(K, G) + Cq(K, G)]

= Annih Bq(K, G) C\ Annih Cgr(7s:, G)

= z\k, gt-) n c"e(K, cr-) = z\(k, gt)
and similarly

Annih Br(K, CT) = Annih [Bg(K,G~) + cl(K,G~)}

= Annih B9(K, G~) C\ Annih C"e(K, G~)

= Zq(K, G) C\ C[(K, G) = ZTq(K, G).

This concludes the proof of (6.8)-(6.10). From these relations and general

theorems about annihilators in character groups the following isomorphisms

follow for G^ = Char G :

H\K, G~) « Char Hq(K, G),       hI(K, G~) « Char Hq(K, G),
(6.12) „

H9r(K,G~)~Hq(K,G).
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This shows that the groups in the exact sequence

(6.13)      -► Hr~\K, G-) j* El(K, GT) pt h\k, G~) ̂  Bl(K, G~) -» • • ■

are the character groups of the corresponding groups in the exact sequence

(6.14) ■ • • <- ZZ5r_i(Ä-, G) «-- n¡(K, G) ̂  Hq(K, G) ̂  Hrq(K, G) <-.

Moreover it could be shown that the homomorphisms in (6.13) and (6.14)

are related as follows: 0^=3*, </>^ = ^* and \p^=<p* with * understood as

in §3.

7. Homologies modulo a subcomplex. An abstract complex L is a sub-

complex of an abstract complex K if the cells of L are among the cells of K

and if the boundary operator in L agrees with the one in K. This implies that

L is "closed" in K, that is, that if [oq:<rq-i]^0 and <r,G¿ then cr„_iGZ,. A

chain of K will be said to be in L (or in K—L) if it is a linear combination of

cells in L (or not in L).

As usual we define Zq(K, L, G) to be the subgroup of Cq(K, G) consisting

of the chains c with dc in L (by definition Z0(K, L, G) = Co(K, G)). Also

let Bq(K, L, G)=Bq(K, G) + Cq(L, G). The quotient group H„(K, L, G)
= Zq(K, L, G)/Bq(K, L, G) is the gth homology group of K modulo L over G.

As in §2 we have an exact sequence (see Kelley and Pitcher [13])

(7.1)     •■-*- Hq(K, L, G) *- Hq(K, G) *- Hq(L, G) «- Hq+i(K, L,G)<-.

Suppose now that W is a group operating on the complex K. The sub-

complex L will be called segregated provided that if c is a chain in L or in K—L

then, for any wG W, wc is also in L or in K—L respectively. If L is segregated

then

Cq(L, G) = Cq(K, G) r\ Cq(L, G)

for any discrete abelian group G with W as right operators.

We now define the residual and equivariant groups of K modulo L.

Z\(K, L, G) is the subgroup of Cq(K, G) of the chains c with 3cGQ-i(£, G) (by
definition Zr0(K, L, G) = C0(K, G)) while B[(K, L, G) is defined to be B\(K, G)

+ Ct(L, G). The quotient group H[(K, L, G)=Z\(K, L, G)/B[(K, L, G) is
the qth residual homology group of K modulo L over G.

The group Z"q(K, L, G) consists of the chains c(E.Cq(K, L) with dc

£Cq_i(K, G) + C*-i(L, G) (by definition (Z%K, L, G) = C0(K, G)), while
B\(K, L, G) is defined as Bq(K, G) + Ct(K, G) + Cq(L, G). The equivariant

homology groups of K modulo L are defined as quotients H°q(K, L, G)

=Zq(K,L,G)/Bq(K,L,G).
The ordinary, residual and equivariant homology groups of K, L and K
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modulo L (for L segregated) lead to six exact sequences illustrated on the

following diagram (the symbol for the coefficient group G is omitted).

1111
Heq+i(K,L) Hq(L) HTq(K) H¡+i(K, L)

1 ^        1 ^ 1 S 1
H'q(L) Hq(K) Hrq(K,L) Hq(L)

1 /I /I /I
Heq(K) Hq(K,L) B't-i(L) H¡(K)

1 /I /I ./I
ff.V.L) #3-1(1) ¿7,-1(70 í7,'(IC, I)

1111. • • •

i i i i
Ei(K,L) Ho(L) Ho(K) H[(K,L)

1 /l </ 1 i/
ffó(L) 77o(7Q 77o(7sr, I)

1 /l /
770(70 Ho(K, L)

i S

H'o(K, L)

In this diagram the extreme two columns should be identified. In the resulting

cylinder one has three exact sequences running vertically and three running

spirally. With the homomorphisms explicitly defined it is easy to see that in

each parallelogram commutativity relations hold asserting that the two homo-

morphisms leading from the upper right corner to the lower left corner are

equal to each other.

The discussion for cohomologies is quite analogous. The cohomology dia-

gram can be obtained from the preceding one by reversing the direction of all

the arrows and interchanging subscripts and superscripts.

Chapter II. Homology theory for spaces, polyhedra and groups

8. The singular complex S(X). A geometric simplex j whose vertices are

given a definite order p0< ■ ■ ■ <pq will be called an ordered simplex and

will be written s= (p0 ■ ■ ■ pq). A singular g-simplex in a topological space X
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is a continuous mapping T:s—>X of an ordered g-simplex s into X. Two singu-

lar g-simplexes Ti'.Si—>X and T2:s2—>X are equivalent (notation: Ti = T2)

provided T2B = Ti where B is the barycentric mapping B'.Si—*s2 preserving

the order. Let Cq(X) be the free abelian group generated by the equivalence

classes of the g-dimensional singular simplexes in X. The elements of Cq(X)

will be called integral g-chains in X.

We now proceed with the definition of the boundary operator for the

chains in X. Given T:s—>X, where s= (po • ■ • pq) (q>o), denote by s(i) the

(q — l)-dimensional face of s which does not contain the vertex p,-. With the

vertices ordered as in s, s(i) is an ordered simplex; the map r(i):s(<)—*X ob-

tained by setting Tli)(x) = T(x) for xGs(i) is then a singular (q — l)-simplex

in X. We define the boundary dT to be the chain dT = ]£»_„ (- 1)T«», In

writing the above formula we did not distinguish between a singular sim-

plex and its equivalence class. The boundary operator 3 defines a homomor-

phism d:Cq(X)—>Cq-i(X) (q>o) and 33 = 0. Consequently the operation 3

can be used to define a closure finite abstract complex that is denoted by

S(X) and called the singular complex of the space X. The homology and co-

homology groups Hg(X, G) and Hq(X, G) will by definition be the appropriate

homology and cohomology groups of the complex S(X).

If A is a subset of X then S(A) is a subcomplex of S(X) and the homology

and cohomology groups of X modulo A are defined to be the appropriate

groups of S(X) modulo S (A).

A continuous mapping <¡>:X—+Y of the space X into a space Y induces a

chain transformation <£:S(X)—>S(F) defined as follows. For each singular

simplex T:s—>X the singular simplex <j>T:s^> Y is obtained by the composition

of the maps T and <p.

A group W will be called a group of operators for a topological space X

provided that for each w G W and each x(ElX an element wx(E.X is given which

varies continuously with x and such that lx — x and (wiW2)x = Wi(w2x). It fol-

lows that each w(E:W defines a homeomorphism w'.X—*X. This homeomor-

phism in turn defines a chain transformation w:S(X)^>S(X), so that IF acts

as a group of operators on the complex S(X). We define the equivariant and

residual homology and cohomology groups of X to be the appropriate groups

of S(X).
If A is a subset of X such that wa£.A for each wÇ^W and each aG-4,

then A is said to be an invariant subspace of X. The complex S(A) is then

an invariant subcomplex of S(X) and S(A) is segregated in S(X) in the sense

of §7.
All the definitions and results of the previous chapter, established for com-

plexes, thus are carried over to topological spaces.

9. Simplicial complexes with operators. Let P be a locally finite poly-

hedron with a fixed simplicial decomposition. If a group IF operates on P and

if every transformation w:P—>P is simplicial then we say that W operates
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simplicially on P. In addition to the singular complex S(P) we shall define

as in [3] two other abstract complexes kiP) and KiP) both of which will be

complexes with W as operators.

In order to define kiP) one chooses a definite orientation for every simplex

of P. The g-cells of kiP) are these oriented g-simplexes of P and the incidence

numbers are defined in the usual way. The simplicial mappings w'.P—*P in-

duce chain transformations W.k(P)-^>k(P), and thus kiP) is a complex with

operators W. Changing the orientation of some or all of the simplexes of P

replaces the complex kiP) by another complex k'iP). Every cell in k'iP) is +

a cell in kiP). This leads to two equivariant chain transformations

p:k(P)-*k'(P),       p':k'(P)-+k(P)

such that pp' and p'p are identities. This shows that all the various homology

and cohomology groups of k and k' are isomorphic.

We shall now define the complex KiP) as follows. A g-cell of KiP) is an

ordered array v0 • ■ ■ vq of vertices of P with possible repetitions and with the

condition that all the vertices in question have to lie on one geometric sim-

plex of P. The boundary is defined to be(3)

3

divo ■ ■ ■ Vq) = X) (- U^o ■ • • iÇ • • ■ »„,
1=0

since dd = 0 the complex KiP) is defined. Setting w(i/0 • • • vq)=wv0 ■ ■ ■ wvq

defines a chain transformation w.K(P)^*K(P) so that K(P) has Was opera-

tors.

The three complexes k(P), KiP), and S(P) are compared by means of

chain transformations a:K(P) —» k(P), ß:K(P) —> S(P) defined as follows.

Let v0 • ■ ■ vq he a g-cell of K(P). If v0, • ■ • , vq are not distinct then

ot(vo ■ ■ ■ vq)=0. If the vertices v0, ■ ■ ■ , vq are distinct then they define

uniquely a g-cell aq of k(P). Define a(v0 ■ • ■ vq) = ±crq according as the

orientation of aq agrees or disagrees with the order Vo< ■ ■ • <vq. The singu-

lar simplex j3(»o ■ ■ • vq) is defined as follows. Lets=(£0 ■ ■ ■ £3) be an ordered

g-simplex and let T'.s^P be the barycentric mapping such that Tipi)=Vi

for î' = 0, • • • , q. Then define ßiv0 ■ ■ ■ vq) = T.

The chain transformations a and ß possess two important features:

1°. a and ß are equivariant.

2°. a and ß are hereditary in the following sense. Let Q be a closed sim-

plicial subpolyhedron of P invariant under W. The complexes kiQ), KiQ),

and SiQ) are then subcomplexes of k(P), K(P), and S(P) respectively, and

the chain transformations o¿q:K(Q)—>k(Q) and ßcj'-K(Q)—>S(Q) agree with a

and/3.
In the sequel we shall discuss conditions under which the chain transfor-

(3) The circumflex to the right of i>,- indicates that t>,- is omitted.
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mations a and 0 establish isomorphisms of the various homology and cohomol-

ogy groups of k(P), K(P), and S(P).

10. Regular operators. The operators IF of a simplicial complex P will

be called regular provided the fixed points of each transformation W.P—+P

form a subcomplex of P. This is equivalent to the assumption that if w maps

a simplex 5 of P on itself then wx = x for each xGs- It is easy to see that W

is always regular when regarded as a group of operators on the first barycen-

tric subdivision P' of P.

Theorem 10.1. Let P be a simplicial locally finite polyhedron and W a group

of regular operators on P. There exist equivariant chain transformations

&:k(P)-*K(P),       ß:S(P) -* K(P)

such that

(10.1) aä is the identity chain transformation k(P)—*k(P).

(10.2) äa is equivariantly chain homotopic with the identity chain trans-

formation K(P)^>K(P),
(10.3) 00 is the identity chain transformation K(P)—>K(P),

(10.4) 00 is equivariantly chain homotopic with the identity chain trans-

formation S(P)->S(P).

Moreover, a and 0 and the chain homotopies will have the hereditary

property described in §9.

Theorem 10.1 and the results of §5 imply the following:

Corollary 10.2. Let P be a simplicial locally finite polyhedron and W a

group of regular operators on P. The various homology and cohomology groups of

the complexes k(P), K(P), and S(P) are then isomorphic. The isomorphisms are

obtained by means of the chain transformations a:K(P)^>k(P) and ß:K(P)
-*S(P).

In particular the various groups of P as a space can be computed from the

complexes A(P) or K(P). If the operators are not regular the computation

can be made using A(P') or K(P') where Z" is the first barycentric subdivision

of P, or any other subdivision of P on which the operators W are regular.

Note that S(P)=S(P').
An easy example shows that the regularity assumption is not superfluous.

Let P be the closed unit interval with the obvious simplicial decomposition (one

edge and two vertices). Let W be cyclic of order 2 and let the nontrivial ele-

ment of IF act on P by interchanging the two vertices of P. It is then easy to

verify that the complexes k(P) and A(P') (similarly K(P) and K(P')) need

not have the same equivariant or residual groups. Since the groups of k(P')

(or K(P')) are those of P as a space, it follows that the groups of A(P) (or

K(P)) need not be topological invariants of P as a space.

The construction of 0 and the proof of (10.3) and (10.4) have been carried
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out elsewhere [4]. We proceed with the construction of a. This construction

varies little from the analogous construction without operators (see [3, p.

419]). Additional care has to be taken to secure the equivariance and the

heredity.

By a system of representatives for P we shall understand a collection {s\

of simplexes of P such that any simplex s of P is the W-image of exactly one S.

If w and w' are two elements of Wboth of which map s into s then w~1w':s—>s

and since the operators are regular it follows that w' =w on s. This shows

that the mapping S—»s is unique even though it may be given by different

elements of W.

It will be convenient to orient the simplexes of P by first assigning an ori-

entation to the representative simplexes s and then orienting the other sim-

plexes using the mappings S—>s. Such an orientation will be called concordant.

Without any loss of generality we may assume that the complex k(P) is ob-

tained using a concordant orientation.

We define the chain transformation a:k(P)—J>K(P) by induction. Since

the 0-cells of k(P) and K(P) coincide we may define 5 to be the identity map

on the 0-chains. Suppose that äc has been defined for all integral chains c of

dimension less than g and has the following properties:

(10.5) däc = ädc, wäc = äwc, aäc = C.

(10.6) äcr is carried by the simplex of P carrying <r.

Let now o be any g-cell carried by a representative g-simplex s. Then

ädä is defined and is a cycle since dâdâ = âddà = 0. Moreover, in view of

(10.6), âdâ is a cycle in the complex K(s). Since every cycle of K(s) bounds

we may find a g-chain 5<r in K(s) such that dä<r = äd<r. Since aää is a chain in

k(s) and daäa = aäd<T = da~ it follows that ac\â —a. Any nonrepresentative

g-cell a is the image wô of some representative. We define äcr = wää. Since P

is oriented concordantly this definition is independent of the choice of w.

This completes the definition of a.

In order to prove (10.2) we must construct a suitable equivariant chain

homotopy D. The main fact utilized in the construction is that for every cell

a of K(P) the chains aao and a are carried by the same simplex of P. The

definition of D proceeds by induction and is quite analogous to the definition

of D in [3, p. 419]. In order to insure that D is equivariant we select a system

of representatives for the cells of K(P), define D first for the representative

cells of a given dimension, then extend the definition to other cells by the

equivariance condition.

11. Augmentable complexes. Let K be an abstract closure finite complex.

Given an integral 0-chain c=Yi,aiO-0 define 1(c) =^a,-. The complex K will

be called augmentable if 1(c) =0 for every boundary cG-So(Tf).

The complex K can be augmented by adding a single ( —l)-cell cr_i with
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the incidence numbers [o"o:<r_i] = l for every 0-cell <r0. The condition that K

is augmentable is then equivalent with the condition that in the augmented

complex K we have dd = 0. Thus we may consider the homology and cohomol-

ogy groups of K. For dimension greater than 0 the groups of K and K coincide.

In the dimension zero the groups will differ. We shall write Ho(K, G) instead

of H0(K, G) [H°(K, G) instead of H«(~K, G) ] and call this group the reduced

0th homology [cohomology] group of the complex K over G.

The reduced groups H0(K, G) and H°(K, G) can be defined directly in

terms of K as follows. Define Z0(K, G) to be the subgroup of the group

Zo(K, G) = C0(K, G) consisting of those zero chains ¿Zs&o I0r which Sgt = 0.

Since K is augmentable it follows that B0(K, G)C/Zo(K, G). Define H0(K, G)

= Zo(K, G)/Bo(K, G). Clearly H0(K, G) is a subgroup of H0(K, G)

= Zo(K,G)/B0(K, G).
Let B*(K, G) be the subgroup of C(K, G) consisting of all cochains

/G C(K, G) for which/(r/o) = const. Since K is augmentable every such cochain

is a cocycle and B«(K, G)CZ°(K, G). Define H°(K, G) =Z°(K, G)/B°(K, G).
Clearly H°(K, G) is a factor group of the ordinary cohomology group

H«(K,G)=Z\K,G).
If t\Ki—*K2 is a chain transformation and both complexes Ki and K2 are

augmentable then t is said to be augmentable provided Z(c)=0 implies

I(tc) =0 for every zero-chain ein Ki. It is easy to see that t is augmentable

if and only if it can be extended to a chain transformation of the augmented

complexes. If t is augmentable then it maps the reduced homology groups of

Ki into those of K2 and the reduced cohomology groups of K2 into those of Ki.

The abstract complexes A(P), K(P), and S(X) considered so far were all

augmentable. Similarly, all the chain transformations defined in this chapter

were augmentable. Consequently the chain transformation a:K(P)—+k(P)

and ß:K(P)-^>S(P) define homomorphisms of the reduced homology and co-

homology groups, which become isomorphisms under the conditions of Corol-

lary 10.2.

It can easily be seen that for any nontrivial coefficient group G either of

the conditions H0(X, G)=0 or H°(X, G)=0 is equivalent with the arcwise

connectedness of the space X.

12. Homologies and cohomologies in a group. Let IF be a discrete group

written multiplicatively. In [5], [6 ], and [7 ], homology and cohomology groups

of IF were defined and various applications were given. It will be shown here

that these groups fit into the pattern of the equivariant and other groups

studied in this paper.

We define an abstract complex Kw, associated with the group IF, as fol-

lows. The g-cells of Kw are ordered (q+1)-tuples (w0, ■ • • , wq) of elements

of W (with possible repetitions). The boundary is defined for g>0 as

Q

d(w0, • ■ • , wq) = £ (- l)'(wo, • • ■ , wp, • • • , wq).
i-0
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Since öd = 0, Kw is an augmentable closure finite abstract complex in the

sense of §1. Given w£ Wwe define

wiwo, ■ ■ •  , Wq)   =  iwWo, ■ ■ ■  , WWg).

This gives a chain transformation w : Kw—*Kw so that Wis defined as a group

of operators for the complex Kw-

(12.1) HoiKw, G) = 0,        77,(7^, G) = 0 for q > 0,

(12.2) TJ°iKw, G) = 0,        Hq(Kw,G) =0 for q > 0.

Given a g-cell aq—(wo, • ■ • , wq), define Daq=(l, Wo, • • • , w9). For

c=^2giffq define Dc=^2giDffiq. Clearly D is a homomorphism D'.CqiKw, G)

—»C8+i (7£tt, G). From the definition of D it follows that dDc = c — Dde for g > 0.

Hence if c£.Zq(Kw, G) then Ddc = 0 and c = dDc which implies cGI^O^V, G).

If cGZoiKw, G) then c = dl?c and cG-BoO^V, G). This proves (12.1). The proof

of (12.2) is obtained by defining (D*f)(c) =fiDc) for every cochain/.

(12.3) ffitSV, G) « ff,Li(*w, G) /or g > 1,

(12.4) H\iKw, G) « ffrW, G) /or g > 1.

In fact, in the exact sequence (2.2) for Kw we have

Hq-iiKw, G) <— Hq-iiKw, G) *— HqiKw, G) *— HqiKw, G).
a

For g> 1 the two outside groups are trivial, hence d:H'qiKw, G)-+HTq_liKw, G)

is an isomorphism of the first group onto the second one. For cohomologies

the proof is analogous.

Propositions (12.1)—(12.4) show that the ordinary homologies and co-

homologies are trivial, and that the equivariant ones determine the residual

ones. Consequently we adopt the following definitions.

Given any discrete abelian group G with W as right operators we define

the gth homology group Ha(W, G) of Wover G to be the equivariant homol-

ogy group H'tiKw, G) of Kw over G.

Given any topological abelian group G with W as left operators we define

the gth cohomology group 77«(W, G) of W over G to be the equivariant co-

homology group H^iKw, G) of Kw over G.

The cohomology group 77«( W, G) can be given a direct and rather simple

description. A g-cochain /G CqiKw, G) is a function/of g+1 variables in W

with values in G
fiwo, ■ ■ ■ , wq) G G.

The equivariance condition on / reads

wf(wo, • ■ • , wq) = f(wwo, • • • , wwi).

The coboundary 5/ is defined by the formula
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5+1

(S/)(wo, • • • , wq+i) = X) (- lYf(wo, • • • , vÇ, ■ ■ ■ , wq+i).
i-0

If we denote the group of equivariant cochains by C"(W, G), the subgroup of

equivariant cocycles by Zq(W, G), and the coboundaries of equivariant

(q- l)-cochains by B"(W, G), then Hq(W, G) =Zq(W, G)/Bq(W, G). With this
description we find that the cohomology groups H"(W, G) coincide with those

studied by Eilenberg and MacLane [5, 6, 7].

13. Comparison with the homology groups of Hopf. In [lO] Hopf has de-

fined homology groups Wg where IF is a discrete multiplicative group and

G is a ring with a unity element. These groups were invented for the same

purpose as the groups defined in [5] and [6]. It will be shown here that the

Hopf groups Wq are isomorphic with the homology groups Hq(W, G). The

restriction that G is a ring and that IF does not operate on G (or, what

amounts to the same, that IF operates simply on G) is maintained.

We take over without modification the concepts and propositions estab-

lished in §§1 and 2 of Hopfs paper [10, pp. 40-47]. In particular P will be

the group ring of W over G, S is the ring homomorphism P—>G defined by

S(%2giWi) =2^,gt, Po is the two-sided ideal defined by S. The ring G is converted

into a P-module by setting pg = S(p)g.

We now turn to the chains in the complex Kw- We shall use the follow-

ing abbreviations: Cq=Cq(Kw, G), Zq = Zq(Kw, G), Bq = Bq(Kw, G), and simi-

larly for the residual groups Cq, Z\ and Bq.

Given a chain c = ^giÇ* G Cq and given p = 2~lgiwi £ P< define

pc=2~2,i,jgigj(wjO-tt). With this definition Cq becomes a P-module.

(13.1) Cq is a free P-module.

Indeed, every g-cell oq of Kw can uniquely be written as crq = w<rq where

¿q has the form äq=(l, Wi, • • • , wq). Consequently, if we identify the sym-

bols aq and eo q, where e is the unity element of G, it follows that {âq\ is a

free P-basis of Cq.

Consider the homomorphism 3:C3+i—>Bq. The kernel of 3 is Zq+i. Since,

by (12.1), Zq+i = Bq+i and since d(pc) =pdc it follows that

(13.2) 3 is a P-homomorphism mapping Cq+i onto Bq with Bq+i as kernel.

In addition we define a P-homomorphism I:Co~+G by setting I(2^2giao)

=2Zn-
(13.3) I is a P homomorphism mapping Co onto G with B0 as kernel.

Propositions (13.1)—(13.3) imply that

[G, Co C Bo, • • • , Cq C Bq, • ■ • \

isa [G,?] sequence in the sense of Hopf [10, p. 42]. The groups IF§are then

defined by

(13.4) Wo    = Bqn [Cq]o/[Bq]o
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where [C3]0 (or [7?5]0) is the set of all chains of the form ^2piCi where piGPo

and CiGCq (or e.GS,).

(13.5) [CJ, = C[ and [Bq]0 = B\.
In fact, Cq is generated by all chains of the form gwc — gc = pc where

p = gw — g. Since S(p)=g — g = 0 it follows that CqCZ[Cq]o- Conversely [Cq]0

is generated by chains of the form c — pd, pGPo, dÇLCq. Let p =^2gtWi, then

^2gi = 0 and c=^2(g¡Wi — gi)d. This shows that cGCJ. Every element cE[fJ,¡0

is of the form c=%2pidd with piGPo- Hence c = d^2pid and since ^2piCi

G [C3+i]o = CJ+i it follows that c(E.Brq. Conversely if cG.B\ then c = dd with

dGC,+i= [CJ+i]o- Hence d=22p,di with piGPo and c = dd=^piddi which
shows that cG [-Ba]o-

Combining (13.4) and (13.5) gives

(13.6) wT1 = Bq r\ cTq/B\.

We are now able to prove the main result of this section

(13.7) WT « Hq+i(W, G).

First if g>0 then Bq = Zq in virtue of (12.1). Consequently WQ+1 = Bt

C\Cq/Bq = Zqr\Cq/B'q = ZTq/Brq = irq(W, G). Thus (13.7) is a consequence of

(12.3). If g = 0 we examine the homomorphisms

Ho(Kw, G) *f Ho(Kw, G) <j Hl(Kw, G) *j Hi(Kw, G).

The kernel of p is the group BoC\ZrJBTQ = BoC\C0/B'0= Wq. Hence by exact-

ness Wq is the image of d. But since Hi(Kw, G) =0, d is an isomorphism and

Hi(Ku, G) « Wq. Hence Wb**Hi(W, G).

Chapter III. Relations between the homology

THEORY OF SPACES AND GROUPS

14. The basic chain transformation. Let X be a topological space with a

group W as operators. The W-transforms of every point x in X form a sub-

set of X called an orbit. The orbits are disjoint. A set {x} containing one

point out of each orbit will be called a set of representatives.

We shall assume that W operates without fixed points, that is, that

wxy^x for each x and each wy^l. In this case every ïÇX can uniquely be

written as x = wx where x is a representative.

Consider a singular simplex T:s—*X where s=(p0 • • • pq) is a euclidean

simplex with ordered vertices p0 < ■ ■ • <pq. The vertices Tipo), • ■ -, Tip„)

of T can uniquely be written as w0x0, • • • , wqxq where x0, ■ • • , xq are ele-

ments of a fixed set of representatives {x). Define tT to be the g-cell of Kw

determined by w0, ■ • ■ ,wq

tT = (wo, ■ ■ ■ , wq).
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This maps the singular simplexes in X into cells of Kw, and defines homo-

morphisms T'.Cq(X) —>CS(AV). It is obvious from the definition that r and

3 commute. Hence risa chain transformation

t:S(X)-+Kw.

It is clear that r is augmentable. Moreover t is equivariant since t(wT)

= (ww0, ■ ■ -,wwq)=w(TT).

We emphasize that t has been constructed relative to a particular choice

of representatives {x ]. A different set of representatives would lead to a dif-

ferent chain transformation.

15. Acyclic spaces. An augmentable complex K is said to be acyclic in

dimensions less than q (q>0) provided

Ho(K) = 0,        Hi(K) =0 for 0 < i < q.

(12.1) implies that the complex Kw is acyclic in all dimensions. We shall as-

sume here that the space X is acyclic in dimensions less than q (that is, that

the complex S(X) is acyclic in dimensions less than q). Under this assumption

we shall construct three sequences of homomorphisms

(15.1) P:Ci(Kw)^Ci(X), i = 0, 1, •• • ,q,

(15.2) Di:Ci(X) ^Ci+i(X), i = 0, 1, • • ■ , q - 1,

(15.3) D2:Ci(Kw)^Ci+i(Kw), i = 0, 1, • ■ • , q,

such that, for all wG IF,

(15.4) wp = pw,        wDi = Diw,       wD2 = D2w

and that

(15.5) dpc = pdc,

(15.6) dZ?iC = c — pre — Dibc,

(15.7) dD2c = c — Tpc — D2dc,

for all chains c (in X or in Kw as the case may be) for which the operators

p, Di and D2 are defined. For the dimension zero the last terms in (15.6)

and (15.7) are to be omitted and (15.5) is void.

For the construction it will be convenient to use the concept of a basic

cell in Kw and in X. A cell aq in Kw will be called basic if its first vertex is the

unit element of IF, that is, if <r9=(l, wi, • ■ ■ , wq). A simplex T in X will

be called basic if its leading (0th) vertex is one of the points x. Clearly every

cell in Kw or X can be represented uniquely as a IF-transform of a basic cell.

All the homomorphisms p, Di and D2 will be defined for basic cells first and

then be extended to all other cells by means of (15.4).

We define p(l), where (1) is the basic zero cell of Kw, to be any point x

(treated as a zero cell of X). By (15.4) the definition is extended to all 0-cells
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of Kw- From now on, proceed by induction. Assume that p has been defined

for allj-cellsforj<¿^gand that it satisfies (15.4) and (15.5). Given any basic

¿-cell o~i of Kw the chain pdoi is an integral chain in X of dimension i — 1 and

since (15.5) is satisfied it is a cycle in X. Since i — Kg, Hi_i(X) =0 and there

is an ¿-chain in X that we shall denote by p<r¡ such that dpai = pdffi. Again

using (15.4) we extend the definition of p to non-basic cells. For j = l the

argument differs slightly.

Next we proceed with the definition of Du Given a basic 0-cell x in X,

consider the 0-cycle x — prx. Since prx = p(l) is also a single point of X and

since X is arcwise connected (Ho(X) =0) there is an integral 1-chain Dix such

that dDiX = x — prx. The definition of Di is then extended to the non-basic

0-cells of X by means of (15.4). From now on, proceed by induction. Assume

that Di has been defined for all j-cells for j<i<q and that (15.4) and (15.6)

hold. Given any basic ¿-simplex T oí X consider the ¿-chain in X

c = T - prT - DidT.

Since dc = dT-dpTT-dDidT = dT-pTdT-(dT-PTdT-D1ddT)=0, the

chain c is an ¿-cycle in X and since i <q, Hi(X) = 0 and there is an (i+ l)-chain

DiT such that dDiT = c. Having thus defined DiT for basic T's we use (15.4)

to extend the definition to all the ¿-simplexes of X.

The definition of D2 is quite similar. It can be carried one dimension fur-

ther than that of 7?i since Hq(Kw) =0.

16. The basic isomorphisms. We are now in a position to formulate the

main theorem of this chapter.

Theorem 16.1. Given a topological space X acyclic in dimensions less than q

and given a group W operating on the space X without fixed points, the following

isomorphisms hold.

For homology groups over a discrete abelian group G with W as a group of

right operators:

(16.1) H'iiX.G) « Hi(W,G), iml,...,q-l,
(16.2) Hri(X, G) « Hi+i(W, G),     i = 1, • • • , g - 1,

(16.3) H¡(X, G)/pHq(X, G) « Hq(W, G),

where p is the homomorphism p:Hq(X, G)—>Hq(X, G) from the exact sequence

(2.2).
For cohomology groups over a topological abelian group G with W as a group

of left operators :

(16.4) HÍ(X, G) « h\W, G), i = 1, • • • , q - 1,

(16.5) HÍ(X, G) « Hi+\W, G), i = 1, • • • , g - 1,

(16.6) K"(X,G) « Eq(W,G),
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where Kq(X, G) is the kernel of the homomorphism <j>:H\(X, G)—>Hq(X, G)from

the exact sequence (4.2).

Proof. The chain transformation r:X—*Kw induces homomorphisms for

alli^O

(16.7) Ti:Hi(X,G)^Hi(Kw,G),       r4:#«C-V,G) -> H\X,G).

Since r commutes with IF similar homomorphisms hold for the equivariant

and for the residual groups.

(16.8) n'.H"i{X,G)^H'i(Kw,G),       Tl:HÍ(Kw,G) -» h\(X,G),

(16.9) Ti:Hri(X, G) -* Hri(Kw, G),       rt'.ET(KWt G) -> Hr(X, G).

All the isomorphisms formulated in Theorem 16.1 will be established by

means of the homomorphisms (16.8) and (16.9). For the dimensions i<q we

have the "inverse" chain transformation p'.Kw^X and the operator Di show-

ing that pr is chain homotopic to the identity map 1 : X~*X and the operator

D2 showing that rp is chain homotopic to l:Kw—*Kw- Since p, Di, and D2

are equivariant we conclude following §5 that for the dimensions i<q all

the homomorphisms (16.7), (16.8), and (16.9) are isomorphisms onto. From

(16.8) we deduce (16.1) and (16.4), from (16.9), (12.3), and (12.4) we deduce
(16.2) and (16.5). From (16.7), (12.1), and (12.2) we deduce Hi(X, G) = 0,
H*(X, G) = 0 for 1 < i < q. In order to prove (16.3) we study the diagram

Hq.i(X, G) «j- ZZa_i(X. G) *f H¡(X, G) *¿ Hq(X, G)

[ rq-i I rq

Hq-i(Kw, G) <— Hq-i(Kw, G) *— Hq(Kw, G) *-- Hq(Kw, G)
<pw aw wW

which is part of the mapping of the exact lower sequence of X over G into

that of Kw over G furnished by the chain transformation r. Since ZZ,_i(X, G)

= 0, 3 is a mapping onto. Since Hq_i(Kw, G)=Hq(Kw, G)=0 the mapping

dw is an isomorphism onto. We have already shown that re_! is an isomor-

phism onto. Since tJ_i3=3iftJ and both dw and tJ_! are isomorphisms it fol-

lows Te_! is a mapping onto and that 3 and r\ have the same kernel. But the

kernel of 3 is the image group \¡/Hq(X, G), hence this last group is the kernel

of t\. This proves (16.3).
The isomorphism (16.6) follows from a similar diagram for cohomologies

zjí_1(s, G) -> eT\x, G) -> Hl(X, G) -* H\X, G)

\Tr ÎTe

E"~\Kw, G) j+ Hr'XKw, G) ¡-> H\(Kw, G) ̂  H\Kw, G).

Since Hq~l(Kw,   G)=Hq(Kw,  G)=0,   5^ is an  isomorphism  onto.  Since
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Hq~1(X, G)=0, 5 is an isomorphism into. Since both t'_1 and 5^ are isomor-

phisms onto and 5jrr5 = 7-'-15 it follows that t\ is an isomorphism into and

has the same image as 5. But the image of 5 is the kernel of p that we have

denoted by K\(X, G). Hence we have (16.6).

17. Residual groups. The previous discussion was incomplete inasmuch as

we didn't analyze the homomorphisms

(17.1) rq:Hq(X, G) -* HTq(Kw, G),       r"T:E\kw, G) -* e\(X, G).

The discussion requires the introduction of new subgroups of the residual

groups.

Let K be any complex with operators W. Given any subgroup A of Cq(K),

denote by [A ]r the subgroup of Cq(K, G) generated by elements of the form

giwa) — igw)a for g£.G, wG Wand aÇzA. As usual we assume that W operates

on G on the right. We have

(17.2) CÜtTCG) = [Cg(7£-)]r,        BrqiK,G) = [BqiK)]r.

The first of these equalities is the definition of CJ; the other follows from the

relation d[giwc) — igw)c]=giwdc) — igw)dc.

Consider the group [Zg(X)]r. Clearly

B[iK,G)C [ZqiK)]rCZrqiK,G).

Hence [ZqiK)\/B\iK, G) is a subgroup of H¡iK, G). We shall denote this

subgroup by D¡(K, G). If HqiK)=0 then BqiK)=ZqiK) and BrsiK, G)
= [Bq(K)]'= [ZqiK) Y so that:

(17.3) If   £7,(70 = 0   then   D'qiK,G) = 0.
Let now G be a topological abelian group with W as a group of left opera-

tors. For a subgroup A of CqiK) we define [A ]„ to be the set of all cochains

fÇiC"(K, G) such that/(wa) =wfia) for all wG W and all aGA. It can easily
be seen that

(17.4) Cl(K,G) = [Cq(K)]e,       Zqr(K,G) = [Bq(K)]e.

Consider the group [Z,(7f)]e; (17.4) implies that

Bqr(K, G) C [Zq(K)]e C Z\(K, G).

Consequently [ZqiK)]e/BriK, G) is a subgroup of HfiK, G); we denote this

subgroup by DfiK, G). If HqiK)=0 then ZqiK)=BqiK) and [Z,(K)].
= Z'iK, G). Consequently:

(17.5) 7/   77,(70 = 0   then   D\K,G) = H"r(K,G).
We shall now prove that:

(17.6) r\ maps D\(X, G) into the zero of H\(KW, G) for all i > 0.

In fact, DJ(X, G) is mapped into D\(KW, G) which is zero in virtue of

(12.1) and (17.3).
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(17.7) t\ maps E\(Kw, G) into the group D*T(X, G) for i > 0.

In fact, T* maps Dr(Kw, G) into DT(X, G), but lTr(Kw, G)=D\(KW, G)
in virtue of (12.2) and (17.5).

Addendum to Theorem 16.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 16.1 the

following isomorphisms hold :

(17.8) Eq(X, G)/Dq(X, G) « Eq+i(W, G),

(17.9) Dqr(X,G) « ZZ'+1(IF,G).

In virtue of (12.3) and (12.4) the proposition is a consequence of the fol-

lowing two propositions:

(17.10) Under the assumptions of Theorem 16.1, rq maps IITq(X, G) onto the

group ITq(Kw, G) with the group DTq(K, G) as kernel.

(17.11) Under the assumptions of Theorem 16.1, tt maps H'(KW, G)iso-

morphically onto the subgroup D"r(X, G) of H'T(X, G).

We shall prove only (17.10). The proof of (17.11) is analogous.

Let c(£Zq(Kw, G), that is, let cÇ.Cq(Kw, G) and 3c = 0. Since p commutes

with IF and 3 we have pc£.Cq(X, G) and 3pc = 0 so that pcG^X, G). We

have c— r(pc) = dD2c — D2dc = dD2c. Since D2 commutes with IF, D2c

GCJ+i (Kw, G) so that c=r(pc) mod Bq(Kw, G). This proves that t\ is a map-

ping onto.

Given any g-chain c in Cq(X) or in Cq(X, G), define

Re = c — pre — Didc.

We have Rc = dc — dprc — dDidc = dc — prdc — (dc — prdc — Diddc) =0 so that Re

is always a cycle. If c = g(wd) — (gw)d then, since R and IF commute,

Rc = g(wRd) — (gw)Rd and since Rd is a cycle this shows that RcÇ_[Zq(X)]r.

Suppose now that cGZrq(X, G) and that TcÇ.Ba(Kw, G), then 3c = 0,

p(rc) G B,(X, G) and Re G [Zq(X)]r. But c = Re + pre + Didc = Re + pre

G[Zg(X)]r+Brt(X)=[Zq(X)]r. This proves that Dq(X, G) contains the ker-.

nel of r\. Since by (17.6) the kernel contains D\(X, G), proposition (17.10)

is proven.

18. Discussion of coefficients. In all of our discussion so far the group of

integers was given preferential treatment, the chain transformations and

homotopies were defined for integral chains and then carried over to arbitrary

chains and cochains. We shall now see to what extent the group of integers

can be replaced by an arbitrary group.

Let / be a discrete abelian group. Given any discrete abelian group G we

define Gj to be the tensor product(4) G o J. If a group IF operates on G (on the

right), we define operators for Gj by setting (gj)w=(gw)j for every generator

gjGGj. If J is the group of integers than Gj~G.

(4) See footnote 2.
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Given a topological abelian group G we define GJ to be the group

Hom(7, G) with the topology defined as in §3. If W operates on G (on the

left) we define operators for GJ by setting (wp)(j) = w(p(j)) for every pG.GJ.

If J is the group of integers then GJ «G.

Let now K he an abstract complex with operators W. Since the tensor

product is associative we have

Cq(K, Gj) =GjO Cq(K) = G o (J o Cq(K)) = G o Cq(K, J).

Thus the chains in K with coefficients in Gj can be written in the form / ,g,c.

where gi(E.G, c,GCg(7£, I). It is easy to see that the group of residual chains

Ct(K, Gj) is generated by elements of the form g(wc) — igw)c.

For the groups of cochains we have

CqiK, GJ) = Horn (Cq(K), Horn (J, G)) « Horn (J o Cq(K), G)

= Horn (Cq(K,J),G).

The middle isomorphism is a special case of the general natural isomor-

phism^) Hom(/ o C, G)«Hom(C, Hom(J, G)) valid for any three abelian

groups /(discrete), C(discrete), and G(topological). We may thus consider

every cochain fÇzCq(K, GJ) as a homomorphism f:Cq(K, J)—>G. It is easy

to see that the group of equivariant cochains Cre(K, GJ) consists of those

homomorphisms/ satisfying the condition w/(c) =/(wc) for each cÇzC„iK, J)

and wGW.

The concepts of chain transformation and of chain homotopy can now be

generalized to chain transformations over I" and chain homotopies over J.

An ordinary chain transformation induces mappings of the homology and co-

homology groups with any coefficients. A chain transformation over / induces

homomorphisms of the homology groups with coefficients Gj and of the co-

homology groups with coefficients GJ.

We now assume that J is a ring with a unit element. Every chain over /

can then be multiplied on the left by elements of J, so that the groups

CqiK, J) are converted into J-moduls. The boundary operator is then a

/-homomorphism.

Let X be a topological space with W operating on X without fixed points.

The homomorphism
T-.CqiX,J)^CqiKw,J)

is then a chain transformation over /. Moreover each t is a /-homomorphism.

If we further assume that X is acyclic over / in dimensions less than q, that

is, that 770(X, I) = 0, Ht(X, J) = 0 for 0 < i < q, then the constructions of

§15 carry over without change provided that we replace integral chains by

chains over / and require p, Di and £>2 to be /-homomorphisms. The argu-

ments of §16 and §17 carry over provided that homologies are taken over Gj

and cohomologies over GJ.

(6) See S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. U.S.A. vol. 28 (1942) p. 542.
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Chapter IV. Continuous mappings

19. Equivariant mappings. The following assumptions will be made

throughout this chapter.

X and Y are topological spaces, with the group IF operating on both of

them without fixed points. f:X—*Y is a continuous mapping which is equi-

variant :

(19.1) f(wx) = wf(x) w G IF, s G X.

The map/ defines a chain transformation f\S(X) —* S(Y) as follows. For

every singular simplex T:s-^X the mapping fT:s—>Y is a singular simplex

in Y. This chain transformation is equivariant and therefore defines (for every

discrete coefficient group G with W as right operators) a mapping of the

exact homology sequence of X into that of Y (see §5).

JZ„e(X, G) ̂  ■ • • <¿- E¡(X, G) <- Eq(X, G) ̂  E[(X, G) ̂  Eq+x(X, G) <-

i/o i/s I/« ifg ifq+l
E'o(Y, G) <- • • • V E¡(Y, G) «-- Eq(Y, G) ̂  Eq(Y, G) <j ZZ,e+i(F, G) <-

with the commutativity relations

/«^ = 4>fv       /«<t> = */«.       /s3 = d/i+i-

Let {y\ be a set of representatives for Y. We define {*} =/~l{y\. In

other words x is a representative if and only ii f(x) is. The equivariance con-

dition on / implies that {*} is a set of representatives for X. In fact, if x

and wx are both in {x} then y =f(x) and f(wx) are both in {y j, but

f(wx) = wf(x) = wy, hence y and wy are both in \y\ and therefore w = 1.

With the representatives [x\ and \y\ thus fixed we consider the chain

transformations

tx:S(X)-> Kw,       rY:S(Y)^Kw

defined in §14. If T is a singular g-simplex in X with vertices WoX0, • • ■ , w9«,

then the vertices of fT are f(w0x0), • • • , f(wqxq) and since/ is equivariant,

the vertices of fT are Wof(x0), ■ ■ • , w„f(xq). Since /(*,-) are in {y} it follows

that
rr(fT) = (wc, • • ■, wq) = txT.

Hence we obtain the fundamental relation

(19.2) TX  =  TYf

which implies
.. « e       e r rr

(19.3) rxq = ry,/„        rx5 = ry,/,.

In particular it follows that the kernel of fq is contained in the kernel of
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TXq and that the image of r'xt is contained in the image of Tyt. Similar relations

hold for the residual groups.

The previous considerations, as well as the remaining results of this chap-

ter, are also valid for cohomologies. However, in order to avoid dual formula-

tions we shall stick to homologies throughout.

20. Principal lemma. A homomorphism p:Gi—>G2 is called trivial if piGi)

is the zero subgroup of d.

Lemma 20.1. If in addition to the previous assumptions on W, X, Y and f

the following holds:

(20.1) X is acyclic in the dimensions less than q over a ring J with a unit

as coefficients,

(20.2) G is a discrete abelian group with W as right operators such that

Hq+iiW,Gj)y£0,
(20.3) the homomorphism à:H\+iiY, Gj)—*ITt(Y, Gj) is trivial,

then the homomorphism

fq:Hq(X,Gj)->.Hq(Y,Gj)
is not trivial.

Proof. Consider the homomorphism

TXq:Hq(X, Gj) -+ Eq(Kw, Gj).

By the results of Chapter III, r\q is a mapping onto, and since H[(KW, Gj)

«H3+i( W, Gj) y^0 it follows that r'xq is not trivial. However r^ = x^/J hence

fq is not trivial. By (20.3) and the exactness property of the sequences,

p:H[(Y, Gj)^>Hq(Y, Gj) is an isomorphism into. Hence pfq is not trivial.

By the commutativity relations, pfq=fqp- Consequently fq is not trivial.

21. Periodic transformations. The case when W is a cyclic group reduces

to the case when a periodic transformation is given in X and in Y.

Theorem 21.1.1/

(21.1) X is a topological space with a periodic transformation A:X—>X of

prime period p,

(21.2) P is a simplicial polyhedron of dimension not greater than q, with a

simplicial periodic transformation A:P—»P of period p without fixed points,

(21.3) /:X—>P is a continuous mapping such that fA(x)=Af(x) for each

xEX,
(21.4) X is acyclic in dimensions less than q over some ring J with a unit in'

which the equation px = l has no solution,

then the homomorphisms

fq:Hq(X, Jp) -+ Hq(P, Jp),      fq:Hq(X, J) -» Hq(P, J)

are not trivial (6).

(") The following notations will be used. For every integer m, mJ is the kernel of the

mapping x—>mx of I into itself, mjis the ¡mage of this homomorphism and Jm = J/mJ.
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Proof. Let IF denote a cyclic group of order p generated by an element w0.

Setting WoX = A(x) for 3c£X or xGP we find that IF operates on both X

and P, and that f:X—>P is an equivariant map. Moreover since A:P—»P has

no fixed points and p is prime, IF operates on P without fixed points. Since/

is equivariant IF has no fixed points on X either.

Since w operates simplicially on P, the equivariant homology groups of P

can be calculated from the complex A(P), hence Hq+i(P, G)=0 for any G

since P has no (g-f-l)-simplexes. Thus condition (20.3) is fulfilled.

The homology groups ZZ,(IF, G) have been calculated when IF operates

on G trivially (see [6, p. 490] for the cohomology groups and [10, p. 61 ] for

the homology groups). They are ZZ2n(IF, G) « fi, ZZ2n+i(IF, G) « Gp.

In particular, if G = JP we have P(JP) =/pand (JP)P = JP so that Hn(W, Jp)

« Jp. The condition that the equation px = l has no solution in J is equiva-

lent with the condition that PJ^J, or equivalently, that Jp^0. Hence

ZZ8+i(IF, Jp)^0. Since Jp = Ipo J=(Ip)j where Z is the additive group of

integers, it follows that Lemma 20.1 can be applied to show thatfq:Hq(X, Jp)

-^Hq(P, Jp) is not trivial. This proves the first part of the conclusion. The

proof of the second half breaks up into several cases.

(A) q is even. In this case ZZs+i(IF, J) —Jpy^O. Hence Lemma 20.1 can

be applied to prove the desired conclusion.

(B) g is odd and PJ^0. In this case ZZ5+i(IF, /) ~PJ^0 and again an ap-

plication of Lemma 20.1 gives the desired result.

(C) PJ = 0. Consider the mapping x-^px for xÇzJ- Since the kernel of this

mapping is pj it follows that pj is isomorphic as a group with the group of /.

Consequently Hq-i(X, pj)=0.
Given any chain c in X with coefficients in / we shall denote by cp the

chain with coefficients in Jp obtained by reducing the coefficients of c mod pj.

We already know that the homomorphism fq:Hq(X, JP)—*Hq(P, Jp) is not

trivial. Let then zÇzZq(X, Jp) be a cycle such that/(Z) does not bound in P.

Let cGCq(X, J) be a chain such that cp — z. Since 3z = 0, we have (3c)p = 0

and therefore dcÇ.Zq-i(X, pj). Since ZZ,_i(X, pj)=0 there is a chain

dÇzCq(X, pj) with dd = dc, and dp = 0. Define Zi = c — d. Since dzi = dc—dd = 0,
ZiEZq(X,J).

We shall prove that f(zi) does not bound in P. Assume to the contrary

that f(zi) = dci for some ciGCq(P, J). Then

a(ci-) = (dci)p = /(«Op = /(zip) = f(cp - dp) = f(z)

contrary to assumption. This concludes the proof.

Theorem 21.1 can be used to prove a fixed point theorem for periodic

transformations (see [2, p. 434]).

Chapter V. Local coefficients and coverings

22. Fundamental group, coverings. In this chapter X will denote an arc-
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wise connected topological space. If A is a curve from x to y in X, the class of

curves from £ to y homotopic to A with end points fixed will be denoted by

symbols such as axy. The class containing the inverse path is denoted by o¿¡,\

The symbol axyßyz stands for the class obtained by traversing first a path in

the class axy followed by a path in the class ßyz.

We choose a definite point x0G-^ as base point in all future considera-

tions. Classes of paths ax„x will be written as ax. Classes of "closed" paths

otx„Xo will be written without any subscripts at all. For two such classes a, ß

the product aß is always defined, and has all the properties of a group multi-

plication. The resulting group is denoted by iri(X) and is called the funda-

mental (or Poincaré) group of X with x0 as base point.

Let 7? be a subgroup of iriiX). We define the covering space Xr of the space

X relative to the subgroup 7? as follows. Two classes ax and ßx (both beginning

at Xo and ending at any point x) will be called equivalent mod 7? if ctJß^GR;

these equivalence classes are the points of Xr. Given a class ax and an open

set A (ZX containing x we define an open set (ax, A) in Xr by considering all

the classes of the form axßxy where ßxy is any class containing a path in A.

With this topology it can be shown that Xr is an arcwise connected topologi-

cal space.

The base point x0r of XR is chosen to be the point given by the unit ele-

ment of 7Ti(X). It can be shown that wi(Xr) «7?.

A continuous mapping U:Xr-^X is defined by the correspondence ax—*x.

The "projection" U has the following important property:

(22.1) Given any arcwise and locally arcwise connected space Y such that

7Ti(F)=0, every continuous mapping f: Y—*X can be "lifted" into Xr, that is,

there is a continuous mapping f: Y—*Xr such thatf= Uf.

Let a be an element of the normalizer N(R) of the subgroup 7? (that is,

aR = Ra). The correspondence ßx-^>aßx defines then a homeomorphism

a : XB—>-Xb called the covering transformation corresponding to a; it satis-

fies the condition Ua= U. The covering transformation «:Xb->Xü is the

identity map if and only if aGT?. Hence the group N(R)/R operates on Xr.

Coverings Xr corresponding to an invariant subgroup 7? are called regular.

In this case 7Ti(X) =N(R) and wi(X)/R operates on Xr.

If 7? is taken to be the trivial subgroup of wiiX), the resulting covering

Xr = X~ is called the universal covering of X. Clearly tti(X) operates on X~.

The base point of X~ is denoted by x0~.

23. Local groups (Steenrod [17]). We shall say that we have a system of

local groups \GX\ in the space X ii :

(23.1) For each point there is given a group Gx,

(23.2) For each class of paths axy an isomorphism d—»G„ is given (we

shall write gaxy for the transform of gÇzGx),

(23.3) igaxy)ßyz = giaxyßyz).

The group Gx„ where Xo is the base point of X will be denoted by G with-
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out a subscript. Every element a(Eir¡(X) gives an endomorphism g—>ga of G

so that iTi(X) is a group of right operators for G. If -¡ti(X) operates on G simply

(that is, if gct = g for all g and a) then we say that the system \GX) is simple.

Consider a singular simplex T in X. T is a mapping T:s—>X where

s=(po • • ■ pq) is a euclidean simplex with ordered vertices p0< • • • <pq.

With the singular simplex T we associate the group Gt = Gt(P()) corresponding

to its leading vertex T(p0). If T(i) denotes as before the ith face of T then we

notice that Gt = Gtw for i = l, • • ■ , q. For i = 0 this may not be true since

the face T(0) has T(pi) as its leading vertex. Consider then the leading edge

popi;

its image

PT = T(poPi)

is a path in X from T(p0) to P(£i) and yields an isomorphism g-^gpr of GT

onto Gr(o).

With these preliminaries we can now define the gth homology group

Hq(X, {Gx}) of the space X over the local system {Gx}. A chain in X over

{Gx} is a finite formal sum

X) giTi,

where Ti is a singular g-simplex in X and f¿GGr¡. These chains form an addi-

tive group Cq(X, \GX\) with addition defined by adding the coefficients

within each group GT¡'gT+g'T = (g+g')T. The boundary of a chain gT is

defined as

d(gT) = (gpr)r«» + ¿(- D^-rw.
1=1

The verification that 33 = 0 is straightforward. In the usual manner we then

define the groups of cycles Zq(X, {d}), boundaries Bq(X, {Gx}), and the

homology groups Hq(X, {Gx\)=Zq(X, {Gx])/Bq(X, {Gx}).

In order to define cohomology groups Hq(X, [Gx]) we shall assume that

the groups Gx are topological and that the isomorphisms g — gaxy of Gx into

Gy are continuous. It will further be convenient to use the inverse isomor-

phism Gv-^Gx and write g-^axyg for gGG„. Clearly axyg = ga~\ With this way

of writing 7ri(X) becomes a group of left operators on the group G.

A g-dimensional cochain / on X over {Gx} is defined as a function which

to each singular g-simplex T in X assigns a value f(T) in the group Gt. Co-

çhains are added by adding their functional values in each group Gy. In the

group of cochains C"(X, {Gx}) thus obtained a topology is introduced as

follows. Given a singular g-simplex T and given any open set U in Gt contain-

ing the zero of Gt the set (T, U) of all cochains/with f(T)(ZU is defined as a

neighborhood of zero in Cq(X, {Gx} ).
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The coboundary of a cochain/G C9(.ST, {Gx}) is defined to be the cochain

5/defined for each (g+l)-simplex / by the formula

3+1

(5f)(T) = pr[f(TW)] + S (- WiTw).
•=i

We omit the proof that 5 is strongly continuous and that 55 = 0. The groups

of cocycles Zq(X, {Gx}) and of coboundaries Bq(X, {Gx}) are defined in the

usual way. The cohomology groups are defined as quotients H"(X, {Gx})

=Zq(X, \Gx\)/Bq(X, \G,\).
It should be noted that the ordinary homology and cohomology groups

Hq(X, G) and Hq(X, G) are included in the previous definition if we define

GX = G for all xÇ£X and define all the isomorphisms Gx—>Gy to be identities.

24. Comparison of local and equivariant homologies. The main result of

this chapter is the following theorem :

Theorem 24.1. The homology group Hq(X, \GX\) of the space X over the

local system of groups [Gx\ is isomorphic with the equivariant homology group

Hq(X~, G) of the universal covering space X~ of X with the fundamental group

tti(X) operating on X as covering transformations and operating (on the right)

on the coefficient group G = Gx0 by means of g—*ga.

As a particular case we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 24.2. The homology group Hq(X, G) is isomorphic with the equi-

variant homology group IIq(X~, G) of the universal covering space X~ of X with

the fundamental group iri(X) operating on X as covering transformations and

operating simply on the coefficient group G.

Although the second theorem is a special case of the first one, its proof is

much simpler and it will perhaps be useful to sketch this proof first. Consider

the mapping U:X~—*X. It induces homomorphisms U:Cq(X~,G)—*Cq(X,G).

Since by (22.1) every singular simplex in X can be "lifted" into X~ these

homomorphisms are "onto." It is easy to see that the group CTt(X~, G) of

the residual chains is the kernel of the homomorphism U. Since the homomor-

phisms U commute with 3 this implies that the groups Z\(X~, G) and

B\(X~, G) are the counter-images of the groups Zq(X, G) and Bq(X, G). This

shows that H't(X~, G) ~Hq(X, G).
Proof of Theorem 24.1. Let xGX~. By definition x is a homotopy class

of paths in X leading from the base point xo to the point Ux. Consequently

for each g(EG the element gx£Gux is well defined. Since ax for a€£iri(X) was

defined as the point of X~ obtained by taking the closed path a first and then

the path x it follows from (26.3) that

g(ax) = (ga)x.

Consider a singular simplex / in X~; the "projection" UT is then a singular
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simplex in X and because of (22.1) all the singular simplexes in X are of this

form. Also if UTi= UT2 then T2 = aTi for some a(EiTi(X).

Given a g-chain

c = Z) StTi, gi G G,

in Cq(X~, G), define
U'c= 22(g<*i)UTi,

where Xi is the leading vertex of Ti. Since giXiG.Gr¡ it follows that

U'cÇLCq(X, {Gx\). We thus get homomorphisms Ue of the groups Cq(X~, G)

onto the groups Cq(X, {Gx}). In order to show that dU'= U"d we compute

U'(dgT) = U<(£,(- WA = ¿ (- iy[gx<»]UT«\
\ i—0 / «=0

where x{i) is the leading vertex of T(i). Let x be the leading vertex of T; then

x(i) =x for t->o. The vertex x<0) considered as a class of paths in X is the path

x followed by the leading edge pr of UT. Consequently gxm =gxpur- Hence

U'(dgT) = [(gx)PUT]UTW + ¿ (- iy[gx]UT^ = d[(gx)UT] = d[U'(gT)\.
¿-i

If cGCq(X~, G) is of the form

C = (ga)T - g(aT),

then U'c= [(gct)x]UT — g(ax)UaT, where x is the leading vertex of T and

ax is the leading vertex of aT. But (ga)x = g(ax) and UT=UaT so that

C/ec = 0. Thus CJ(-X"~, G) is contained in the kernel of the homomorphism

U':Cq(X~, G)-Cq(X, {Gx}). We shall now show that Cq(X~, G) is pre-

cisely the kernel of U'. Let then cGCq(X~, G) and Uec = 0. Clearly we may

assume that all the simplexes occurring in c project upon the same singular

simplex of X. The chain c has then the form

c = 2Zg>(aiT).

By definition of U"c we then have

U'c = 22gi(<xiX)UaiT = 22gi(<xix)UT,

where x is. the leading vertex of T. If Uec = 0 then Xg,(a,x)=0 but gi(oiix)

= (gi<Xi)x and therefore 2^2i'a>= 0- Consequently

c = £ k.-(«ir) - fe«.)r],

which proves that cGCJ(X~, G).
Since d(U'c) = U'(dc) it follows that Uc is a cycle if and only if

3cGCJ_i(X~, G), that is, if and only if cGZ\(X~, G). If Uec is a boundary,

U'c = dd, then there is a d'GCî+i(X~, G) such that Ued'=d. We then have
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U'(c-dd')=0and c-dd'£C,(X~, G). Since c=(c-dd')+dd' it follows that

cGCq(X~, G)+Bq(X~, G)=B'q(X~, G). Conversely if cE.B,(X~, G) then
c = ci+dd with CiGCiXX, G) and Uec=U"Ci+Uedd = dUed so that U*c
ÇiBq(X, \GX\). We have thus shown that the groups Z\(X~, G) and

B\(X~, G) are the counter-images under U' of the groups Zq(X, \GX}) and

Bq(X, {Gx}). This establishes the isomorphism Hq(X~, G) ~Hq(X,{Gx\).

25. Comparison of local and equivariant cohomologies. For cohomologies

we have a theorem analogous to Theorem 24.1.

Theorem 25.1. The cohomology group H"(X, {Gx\) of the space X over the

local system of groups \GX\ is isomorphic with the equivariant cohomology group

H'(X~, G) of the universal covering space X~ of X with the fundamental group

operating on X~ as covering transformations and operating (on the left) on the

coefficient group G = GI0 by means of g-^ag.

As a corollary we have:

Theorem 25.2. The cohomology group HqiX, G) is isomorphic with the equi-

variant cohomology group H'(X~, G) of the uniervsal covering space X~ of X

with the fundamental group iri(X) operating on X~ as covering transformations

and operating on G simply.

Proof of Theorem 25.1. Let xG-X"", since x is a homotopy class of paths

in X joining x0 with Ux, for every gGGr/x the element xgGG = GI0 is well de-

fined. As before we have

x(ag) = (xa)g.

Given any cochain fÇ.Cq(X, \GX\) we define a cochain U<fÇE.C."(X~, G)

by setting for every g-simplex in X

U.f(T) = xf(UT),

where x is the leading vertex of T. Since f(UT)(E.Gur = Gux the element

xf(UT) is in G, and Uef is a cochain. For every (g+l)-simplex in X we have

3+1 3+1

o[U,f](T) = £(- lyUJiTW) = £(- l)*x«>f(UT«>),
1=1 t—1

where x(i) is the leading vertex of the simplex U(Tii)) = (UT)li). For

¿=1, . . . , g + lwehavex(<)=x. For ¿ = 0 we have x<°>/(£/r(0>) =xpr/r/(i/r<°>)

where x is the leading vertex of T and pur is the path corresponding to the

leading edge of UT. Consequently

3+1

°[Uef](T) = xPUTf(UT^) + £(- lyxf(UT^) = x(Sf)(UT) = [Ue8f](T)
í—i

and 5 U, = f/,,5.
Ií/t^O then f(T) y*0 for some g-simplex T in X. There is then a simplex
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T~ in X~ such that UT~ = T and U«f(T~)=xf(T)¿¿0 (x here is the lead-

ing vertex of T~). Consequently [/,/?*0.

If x is the leading vertex of T in X~ then ax is the leading vertex of aT and

Uef(aT) = axf(UaT) = a[xf(UT)] = aU<f(T).

Consequently the cochain Uef is equivariant. Conversely let A be any equi-

variant g-cochain in X over G. Given any g-simplex T in X choose a g-simplex

T~ in X~ covering T (that is, such that UT~ = T). Consider the element

x~lh(T~) of Gt where x is the leading vertex of T~. If 2 is replaced by

aT~ then (cwc)-1A(ar~) = x_1ar1aA(Z,~) =x-1A(7'~) because A is equivariant.

Hence the element x~xh(T~) of Gr is independent of the choice of T~ and

we may define a cochain fGCq(X, {Gx\) by setting f(T)=x~lh(T~). Since

(Uef)(T~)=xf(UT~)=xf(T)=xx-1h(T)=h(T) we have £/e/=A.
We have thus shown that U is an isomorphic mapping of the group of

cochains Cq(X, {Gx}) onto the group of equivariant cochains Cq(X~, G).

Since in addition W.= U,i it follows that Zq(X, {Gx}) and B"(X, {Gx\)

are mapped isomorphically onto the groups Z%(X~', G) and B\(X~, G). This

proves the isomorphism Hq(X, {Gx})~Hl(X~, G).
26. Regular coverings. The results of the previous two sections are capable

of the following generalization. Let {Gx} be a local system of groups in the

space X and let G = GX0 where Xo is the base point of X. Suppose that an

invariant subgroup R of 7Ti(X) operates simply on G, that is, that ga = g for

aGR and all gGG. The group W=tti(X)/R can then be defined as a group

of operators (left for cohomologies and right for homologies) on G. Construct

the covering Xr oí X corresponding to the subgroup R. Since R is invariant

the covering is regular and IF operates on X as a group of covering trans-

formations. Thus IF operates on Xr and G and we may define the equivariant

homology and cohomology groups of Xr. The previous proofs generalize to

give isomorphisms

Eq(X, {Gx}) « E¡(XR,G);       Eq(X, [Gx]) « eI(Xr,G).

27. Spherical cycles. An integral cycle zGZq(X) is called spherical ii there

is a continuous mapping f:S"—>X of the g-dimensional sphere Sq into X and

a cycle z'GZq(S") such that/(z') is homologous to z in X. It is well known

that in an arcwise connected space X, the spherical cycles form a group con-

taining the group Bt(X). Hence the spherical cycles determine a subgroup

S4(X) of the homology group Hq(X). The group Sa(X) can also be defined

as the image of the gth homotopy group irq(X) of X under the natural homo-

morphism irq(X)-^Hq(X).

A cycle zGZq(X, G) with coefficients in a group G is called spherical pro-

vided z=2_^i-igiZ* where g,GG and z' are spherical cycles with integer coeffi-

cients. We thus obtain a subgroup 2q(X, G) of Hq(X, G).

Let X~ be the universal covering of X. We can then consider the equi-
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variant homology group Hq(X~, G) with iriiX) operating on X as covering

transformations and operating on G simply. We also have the homomorphism

(27.1) p:EqiX~, G) -» r\(X~, G)

and the isomorphism

Ue:Hq\x~, G) « H,(X,G).

We shall show that

(27.2) 2q(X, G) = U'PSq(X~, G) for q > 1.

Clearly if zG2„(X~, G) then UpzÇE.'S^X, G). The opposite inclusion fol-

lows from (22.1).

Let now {Gx} be a local system of groups in X. Consider the equivariant

group Het(X~, G) where ir-¡(X) operates on X as covering transformations and

operates on G = GXo on the right by means of g-^ga. We have again the homo-

morphism (27.1) and the isomorphism

u':E'q(X,G) ~Ht(X, {Gx}).

We now define the spherical subgroup of Hq(X, \GX\) as

Xt(X, {G.})- UfZ¿X,G), q>l.

Formula (27.2) shows that this definition is compatible with the definition

of S„(X, G) given earlier in this section.

Passing to cohomology, we say that a cocycle fÇzZq(X, G) is a spherical

annihilator if f(z) =0 for every integral spherical cycle zÇi.Zq(X). The spheri-

cal annihilators determine a subgroup Aq(X, G) of Hq(X, G).

Let now [Gx\ be a local system of (topological) groups in X. Consider the

equivariant cohomology group H'e(X~, G) where 7Ti(X) operates on X~ as

covering transformations and operates on G = GX<¡ on the left by means of

g—*ag. We have the homomorphism

p:Hqe(X~,G)-*Hq(X~,G)

and the isomorphism

Ue:Hq(X, {Gx}) « HÎ(X~,G).

We define the subgroup A"(X, {Gx}) of HqiX, {Gx}) as

A«(X, {Gx}) = ipUi)-1AqiX~,G), q > 1.

As before we show that the definition in the case of local groups is compatible

with the definition of A"(X, G) given above.

As a preliminary to the next section we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 27.1. If X is arcwise connected and if 7r,(X) =0 for i<q then X is
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acyclic in dimensions less than q and

Z,(X, G) = Eq(X, G),        Aq(X, G) = 0.

Proof. The fact that H{(X)=0 for 0<i<q and that wq(X) «25(X)

= Hq(X) is well known [l22].

Let zGZq(X, G). Since G is an abelian discrete group it is the image

(b:F—>G of a free abelian group F under a homomorphism <f> with kernel R.

The homomorphism <j> induces a homomorphism <f>: Cq(X, F)—*Cq(X, G) which

maps Cq(X, F) onto Cq(X, G). Let cGCq(X, F) be such that <p(c)=z. Since

3z = 0 it follows that dcGZq-i(X, R). As a subgroup of a free group F, R itself

is free, and since ZZ4_i(X)=0 it follows that IIq-i(X, R)=0. Hence there is

a dGCq(X, R) such that 3d = 3c. Let z' = c-d, then z'GZq(X, F) and

<p(z')=z. Since z' can be written as X°¿z¿ with a,GF and ZiGZq(X) it fol-

lows that z = ~Z<b(ai)Zi. Since all the z< are spherical, it follows that z is spheri-

cal and 23(X, G)=H„(X, G).

In order to show that A5(X, G)=0 consider a spherical annihilator

fqGZ"(X, G). Since all cycles in Zq(X) are spherical it follows that the homo-

morphism fq:Cq(X) —> G maps Zq(X) into 0. Since Z,_i(X) = 54_i(X)

= Cq(X)/Zq(X) it follows that/5 defines a homomorphism g'-MZ^X) —>G

such that gq~1(dc)=fq(c) for cGC?(X). Since Zq-i(X) is a direct summand

of C5_i(X), the homomorphism gq_1 can be extended to a homomorphism

A'-^Ce-iW-^G. Since dh"-\c) =hq~l(dc) =g"'1(dc) =/«(c) it follows that

/^SA'-^and A«(X, G)=0.
28. Relations between fundamental group and homology groups. Com-

bining the results of this chapter with those of chapter III we arrive at a

series of formulae linking the fundamental group tti(x) with the homology and

cohomology groups of X.

Theorem 28.1. Let X be an arcwise connected topological space such that

(with base point xo)
wi(X) =0 for 1 < i <q.

For every local system {Gx} of discrete abelian groups on X, the following

isomorphisms hold :

(28.1) Ei(X, \GX}) ~ Ei(iri(X),G), i = 1, • • • , q - 1,

(28.2) Eq(X, {Gx))/Zt(X, {Gx}) « Eq(m(X), G),

where G = GH and iti(X) operates on G (on the right) by means of g—>ga.

For every local system {Gx} of topological abelian groups on X, the following

isomorphisms hold:

(28.3) EKX, \GX\) « E^i(X), G), i = 1, • • • , q - 1,

(28.4) A'(X, {Gx}) « E"(ti(X),G),

where G = GX¡) and tt^X) operates on G (on the left) by means of g—*ag.
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Proof. Let X~ he the universal covering space of X with iriiX) operating

on X as covering transformations. Since 7r¿(X~) ^iniX) for ¿>1 (this is an

easy consequence of (22.1)), it follows that in(X~)=0 for l<¿<g. Since in

addition in(X~) =0 and X~ is arcwise connected it follows from Lemma 27.1

that X~ is acyclic in dimensions less than g. Hence Theorem 16.1 can be

applied. For ¿<g we have the isomorphisms

H*(X~, G) « Hi(*i(X), G),        U\(X~, G) « h\ti(X), G),

while Theorem 24.1 and 25.1 give isomorphisms

Hi(X, {Gx}) « Hl(X~,G),        H\X, {Gx}) « e[(X~,G).

Combining these isomorphisms leads to (28.1) and (28.3).

In the dimension q, Theorem 16.1 asserts that

(28.5) H'q(X~, G)/PHtiX, G) « Hq(wi(X), G).

Under the isomorphism Ue the left-hand side is transformed isomorphically

onto Hq(X, [Gx))/U'pHq(X~, G). Since, by Lemma 27.1, Hq(X~, G)

= 25(X~, G), we have U°PHq(X, G) = U°P?q(X, G) = SS(X, [Gx\). Hence
the left-hand side of (28.5) is isomorphic with Hq(X, {Gx})/25(X, {Gx}),

thus proving (28.2).

For cohomology, Theorem 16.1 asserts that

(28.6) Kq(X~, G) « Hq(7Ti(X), G),

where K"(X~, G) is the kernel of the homomorphism p:Ha(X~, G)

-^Hq(X~, G). By Lemma 27.1, Aq(X~, G) = 0 so that Kq(X~, G)
= p~1Aq(X~, G). Under the inverse of the isomorphism Ue the group

K"(X, G) is transformed isomorphically onto the group Ur1p"1Aq(X~, G)

= (pUe)-1Aq(X~, G)=A"(X, {Gx}). Hence Aq(X, {Gx}) ~Kq(X~, G) under

the isomorphism U„. This combined with (28.6) yields (28.4).

Appendix. Products

We shall briefly show how the cup product of cochains is related to the

equivariant theory developed in the body of the paper.

If Gi and G2 are two topological abelian groups paired [3, p. 415] to a

third such group G and if the group W operates on the left on Gi, G2 and G

then in addition to the usual properties of the pairing we shall also assume

that

(A.l) wigi U gi) = wgi W wgi, gi G Gi, gi G Gi, w G W.

In [3, §28] we have introduced cup products of cochains in the complexes

SiX) and KiP). If now W operates on the space X (or operates simplicially

on P) then it can be verified immediately that the cup product /iW/2 of two

equivariant cochains is again equivariant. Thus the equivariant cohomology
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groups H?(X, Gi) and H?(X, G2) are paired to the group ZZem+B(X, G). The

same holds in the complex K(P). Since the chain transformation ß:K(P)

—*S(P) defined in §9 preserves the product [3, p. 435] it follows that the iso-

morphisms between the various groups of K(P) and S(P) asserted in Corol-

lary 10.2 preserve the product.

Next we define products in the complex Kw of the group IF. Given two

cochains fTGCm(Kw, Gi) and f^GCn(Kw, G2) we define the cochain f?KJfi
GCm+n(Kw, G) by setting

f?\jfî(wo, • • • , wm+n) = fi(w0, ■ ■ ■ , wm) \J f2(wm, • • • , wm+n).

This defines a cup product in Kw- Again it follows from condition (A.l) that

the cup product of two equivariant cochains is equivariant and therefore

that the groups Hm( W, d) and Hn(W, G2) are paired to the group Hm+n( W, G).

A glance at the definition (§14) of the chain transformation t:S(X)—>Kw

shows that r preserves the products. It follows that for m+n<q the isomor-

phisms

E'(X, Gi) « ZZm(IF, Gi),       En.(X, Gt) « H\W, G2),

bT(X,G) ~ Em+\W,G)

preserve the products.

If m + n = q and m>0, «>0, the last isomorphism is replaced by

Km+n(X, G) « Em+n(W, G)

where Km+n(X, G) is the kernel of the homomorphism IT?+n(X, G)

—>ZZm+n(X, G). A slight argument is then needed. If /J" and/? are equivariant

cocycles, then since m<q, n<q, and the space X was assumed to be acyclic

in dimensions less than g, it follows that /¡"VJ/J is a coboundary (not neces-

sarily of an equivariant cochain). Hence the cohomology class of fT^jl is

in the subgroup Km+"(X, G). Therefore, if we regard U?(X, Gi) and IT¡(X, G2)

as paired to the group Km+n(X, G), then this "reduced" pairing is isomorphic

with the pairing of the groupsHm(W, Gi),Hn(W, Gi) to the group Hm+n(W, G).

Cup products can also be defined for cohomology groups with local coeffi-

cients (see [17]). Two local systems {G.J}, \G2x] of topological abelian groups

on a space X will be said to be paired to a third such system {Gx ] provided

that for each xGX the groups Gx and G\ are paired to Gx in such a fashion that

(gl VJ g2)CtXy  =   glUxy KJ g2ctxy.

The cup product/TV/? of two cochains fT G Cm(X, {Gj}) and^GC"(X, {G2X})

is then defined as follows. Let T'.s—*X be a singular simplex of dimension

m + n where 5 is a euclidean simplex with ordered vertices p0, ■ • ■ , pm+n-

Yet mT be the jw-dimensional singular simplex obtained by restricting T to

the ordered subsimplex of s given by the vertices po, • ■ ■ , pm- Similarly de-
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fine Tn by using the vertices pm, ■ ■ • , pm+n. Further let a denote the path in X

which is the 7Mmage of the edge popm in j. Define

(fi\J fi)(T) = h(mT)\J afi(Tn).

It is a matter of straightforward verification that the usual properties of the

cup product hold and that the groups Hm(X, {Gl}) and Hn(X, {G2X}) are

paired to the group Hm+n(X, {Gx}). It is also easy to see that the isomor-

phism Ue constructed to prove Theorem 28.1 preserves the products. The

same applies to the isomorphisms in Theorem 25.1 since they are isomor-

phisms given by the chain transformation t.
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